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Parties and Agenda Control

I Obamacare time line:

• November 2008: The Democrats win the presidency, retain
their majority in the House, and gain a 58-vote super-majority
in the Senate

• April 2009: The Democrats gain a 60-vote super-majority in
the Senate due to a recount in Minnesota and a party switch
by Arlen Specter

• July 2009: H.R. 3962—the House health care bill—is revealed
• Over the summer recess, public opinion turns against the bill
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I Support of Obama Health Care Law from Huffpost Pollster
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• September 24, 2009: Democrat Paul Kirk is appointed interim
senator (the Democrats have 60 votes again)
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• October 2009: The Senate Democrats are trying to get to 60
votes for the Senate bill (H.R.3590)

I To satisfy Liebermann, they drop the public option
I Nelson gets higher medicaid reimbursements for Nebraska and

state exchanges can refuse to cover abortion
I Landrieu gets $300 million in medicare dollars for her state

• October 2009: The House Democrats are trying to get to 218
votes for the House bill (H.R. 3962)

I Stupak and a coalition of pro-life Democrats get an
amendment that prevents Obamacare subsidies for paying for
abortions
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I Obamacare time line:

• November 7, 2009: The House passes H.R. 3962 with 219
Democratic votes and 1 Republican vote (39 Democrats vote
against the bill)

• December 24, 2009: The Senate passes H.R.3590 with 60
Democratic votes (Republican Jim Bunning does not vote)

• January 2010:

I Scott Brown wins special election—the Democrats no longer
have 60 votes in the Senate

I Stupak and a coalition of pro-life House Democrats are not
happy with the Senate bill

I The Democrats can’t get 60 votes in the Senate for any
altered bill

I The Democrats only option is convince House Democrats to
pass the Senate bill

I The Democrat leadership “pressures” their members to vote
for the bill
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I Obamacare time line:

• March 11, 2010: A strategy emerges—the Democrats will pass
the Senate bill, but amend the statute with a reconciliation
bill—H.R. 4872—which only requires 51 votes in the Senate

• Mid March, 2010: It’s still not enough though. Obama agrees
to ban Obamacare funding of abortions through an executive
order

• March 21, 2010:
I The Senate’s version of the health-care plan passes the House

in a 219-212 vote. All Republicans and 34 Democrats vote
against the plan.

I The House also passes the Reconciliation bill 220-211. All
Republicans and 33 Democrats vote against the plan

• March 25, 2010: The Senate passes H.R. 4872 56-43: Lincoln,
Nelson, and Prior vote against

• March 23, 2010: President Obama signs the Affordable Care
Act into law

• March 30, 2010: President Obama signs the reconciliation bill
into law
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I Obamacare time line:

• July, 2010: H.R.3962 is amended and passed—it was used as a
vehicle to correct a problem with the Obamacare bills
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persuade him to vote for repeal and replace

• VP Pence’s chief of staff urges top GOP contributors to cut off
incumbents and fund primary challengers if tax reform is not
passed by year’s end
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way?
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members?

• How do party leaders pressure their members?
• How effective are party leaders at pressuring their members?
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I Why party pressure?

• Krehbiel (1991) and Krehbiel (1998) argues that it doesn’t
really exist

• Cox and McCubbins (2005) think that the majority party’s
power is mostly about agenda control

• Jenkins and Monroe (2012) think that pressure is mostly
directed towards procedural votes, allowing the majority party
to control the agenda (but why?)
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outcomes
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(because they can—it is very difficult to switch parties, so
extremists are able to take advantage of moderates in the
party)
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I The effects of party switching (Grose and Yoshinaka, 2003):

Independent Variables:

Effect of Switch -8.406***
(2.550)

Table: Reproduced from Table 2 of Grose and Yoshinaka (2003). ***
p < .001.
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I Why party pressure?—conventional theory

• Since sticks and carrots are scare resources, party leaders
should target their efforts towards the cheapest votes:

I Prediction: A Democratic majority party should pressure the
most left-wing members intending to vote against the bill

I Prediction: A Republican majority party should pressure the
most right-wing members intending to vote against the bill

• If voting for extreme bills hurts the electoral prospects of
moderates, party pressure should only be used for needed votes:

I Prediction: party pressure should be used on close votes
I Prediction: party pressure should lead to minimum winning

coalitions
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Parties and Agenda Control

I Why party pressure?—Conditional Party Government (Rhode,
1991; Aldrich, 1995)

• (this is going to sound a lot like Cox and McCubbins’s theory
for why the majority party allows its’ leaders to control the
agenda)

• Parties benefit from legislative accomplishment, but producing
legislation involves solving a collective action problem

• Aldrich and Rhode argue that parties are more likely to give
their leaders the power to pressure when they are homogenous

• The theory is used to explain the weakness of the Democratic
party during the middle of the 20th century
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M193ZIOFk0k
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Parties and Agenda Control

I Why party pressure?—Conditional Party Government (Rhode,
1991; Aldrich, 1995)

• In the 50s and 60s, we approached a “three party system”

• Party unity was much lower during this period
• The Southern Democrats often defected from the Democratic

party and voted with the Republican party
• Aldrich and Rhode argue that party pressure was lower at this

time because the Democratic party was heterogenous and thus
their members were not willing to delegate to a central
authority

• Cox and McCubbins’s theory was vulnerable to the critique
that negative agenda control predicts more gridlock, so
negative agenda control should not be used if parties benefit
from legislative productivity

• Aldrich and Rhode are not vulnerable to this critique because
party pressure can be used to overcome gridlock
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Parties and Agenda Control

I Why party pressure?—Strategic party government (Lebo,
McGlynn and Koger, 2007; Koger and Lebo, 2017):

• (again, very similar to Cox and McCubbins’s theory)

• Parties as a whole (and their individual members) benefit when
the party “wins”

• Individual members are punished electorally for party loyalty
• Winning involves a collective action problem because being

disloyal helps individual members, but prevent a party from
obtaining wins, which hurts the party brand

• The theory has a degree of plausibility because partisans
frequently stress the need to pass (even unpopular) legislation
because of fear that voters will punish the party for failing to
be productive

I Democrats worried about not passing Obamacare
I Republican worried about not repealing Obamacare and not

passing tax cuts
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Parties and Agenda Control

I Why party pressure?—Strategic party government (Lebo,
McGlynn and Koger, 2007; Koger and Lebo, 2017):

DV: House Incumbent
Vote Share

Independent Variables:
Constant 50.23*** (0.68)
Party Unity -9.55** (0.82)
District Partisanship 43.90*** (0.98)
Quality Challenger -5.20*** (0.23)
Freshman -2.74*** (0.33)
In Party 0.61*** (0.21)
Presidential Approval (coded by in-party) 0.07*** (0.01)
Midterm Election (coded by in-party) -4.05*** (0.20)
Change in Personal Income (coded by in-party) -0.43*** (0.04)

Table: Reproduced from Table 2 of Lebo, McGlynn and Koger
(2007). ** p < .01, *** p < .001.
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I Why party pressure?—Strategic party government (Lebo,
McGlynn and Koger, 2007; Koger and Lebo, 2017):

DV: House Senate Pres.
Vote Share Vote Share Vote Share

Independent Variables:
Intercept 0.522*** 0.519*** 0.492***

(0.005) (0.006) (0.007)
Democratic President -0.028 -0.039+ -0.029

(0.022) (0.022) (0.048)
Pres. Approval (coded by in-party) 0.043* 0.055** 0.149***

(0.020) (0.021) (0.034)
Leg. Gridlock (coded by in-party) 0.024 0.062 0.034

(0.046) (0.043) (0.081)
Growth (coded by in-party) 0.002+ 0.002 0.007

(0.001) (0.002) (0.005)
Midterm (coded by in-party) -0.018* -0.032**

(0.009) (0.010)

Table: + p < .1, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001.
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I Why party pressure?—Strategic party government (Lebo,
McGlynn and Koger, 2007; Koger and Lebo, 2017):

DV: House Senate Pres.
Vote Share Vote Share Vote Share

Independent Variables:
Intercept 0.531*** 0.524*** 0.498***

(0.005) (0.0087) (0.006)
Democratic President -0.020 -0.004 -0.017

(0.017) (0.024) (0.023)
Pres. Approval (coded by in-party) 0.050* 0.060* 0.187**

(0.022) (0.023) (0.025)
Leg. Output (coded by in-party) 0.000 0.000 -0.001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Growth (coded by in-party) 0.001 0.002 0.012**

(0.001) (0.002) (0.004)
Midterm (coded by in-party) -0.019* -0.035**

(0.009) (0.012)

Table: + p < .1, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001.
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I Why party pressure?—Strategic party government (Lebo,
McGlynn and Koger, 2007; Koger and Lebo, 2017):

• Clear evidence that extremity and partisanship are punished by
voters

• Mixed evidence that lack of productivity is punished by voters
• Clear evidence that partisans at least argue that voters punish

unproductive majority parties
• If voting for partisan bills hurts members electorally, party

pressure should only be used for needed votes:

I Prediction: party pressure should be used on close votes
I Prediction: party pressure should lead to minimum winning

coalitions
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Parties and Agenda Control

I Why party pressure?—cross-pressured legislators

• Legislators are not actually pressured, but voluntarily cooperate
because they personally prefer more extreme outcomes

• Cooperation among legislators can look very similar to party
pressure

I Prediction: A Democratic majority party should focus on the
most left-wing members intending to vote against the bill

I Prediction: A Republican majority party should focus on the
most right-wing members intending to vote against the bill

I Prediction: party cohesion should be used on close votes
I Prediction: party cohesion should lead to minimum winning

coalitions
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I Why party pressure?—pressure for someone other than party
leaders (donors, the media, activists, primary voters)

• Can look very similar to party pressure from legislative leaders:

I Prediction: The Democratic party should pressure the most
left-wing members intending to vote against the bill

I Prediction: The Republican party should pressure the most
right-wing members intending to vote against the bill

I Prediction: party pressure should be used on close votes
I Prediction: party pressure should lead to minimum winning

coalitions

• One more prediction:

I Prediction: party pressure should be targeted to procedural
votes
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I Why party pressure?

• Parties may not pressure their members often

• Parties may pressure moderate members of their party in order
to pass more extreme legislation

• Parties may pressure members of their party in order to ensure
legislative productivity

• One theory suggests that moderates should be the ones
pressured

• All party pressure theories suggest electoral costs to party
pressure, meaning party pressure should only be applied when
it is necessary to achieve a goal
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I How party leaders could pressure their members:

• DNC and RNC money

• District spending
• Committee chairs
• Committee assignments
• Primary elections
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I DNC and RNC money:

• Party committees donate money directly to candidates and
spend money on their behalf (the later is about 10 times as
large)

• We can consider party spending relative to money spent by
and behalf of the candidate
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I Party Spending vs. Total Spending (Senate elections)
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I Party Spending as a Fraction of Total Spending (Senate
elections)
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I Party Spending vs. Total Spending (House elections)
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I Party Spending as a Fraction of Total Spending (House
elections)
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I DNC and RNC money:

• Party committees donate money directly to candidates and
spend money on their behalf (the later is about 10 times as
large)

• We can consider party spending relative to money spent by
and on behalf of the candidate

• Spending by the parties is a small and diminishing component
of total spending by the candidates

• Beyond this, party leaders cannot focus only on loyalty
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I Determinants of Per Capita Party Spending in Senate
Elections

Democratic Candidates Republican Candidates
DV = Per Capita Party Spending in Senate Elections

Position Measure: Nominate NPAT Nominate NPAT

Intercept 0.269** 0.054 0.714*** 0.612***
(0.102) (0.215) (0.181) (0.138)

Incumbent -0.011 -0.047+ -0.030* -0.031*
(0.014) (0.025) (0.012) (0.013)

Log of State Pop. -0.019** -0.018 -0.041*** -0.033***
(0.007) (0.017) (0.011) (0.008)

Position -0.013 -0.049 -0.010 -0.001
(0.025) (0.039) (0.041) (0.009)

District Conservatism 0.163** 0.555+ 0.021 -0.045
(0.059) (0.321) (0.055) (0.078)

Margin -0.226* -0.265 -0.267*** -0.277***
(0.097) (0.267) (0.044) (0.080)

N 287 113 296 122
R-Squared 0.104 0.141 0.197 0.304
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spend money on their behalf (the later is about 10 times as
large)

• We can consider party spending relative to money spent by
and behalf of the candidate

• Spending by the parties is a small and diminishing component
of total spending by the candidates

• Beyond this, party leaders cannot focus only on loyalty
• Parties spend more in close races, more in small states, and

less on their incumbents

• The Democratic party gives more to candidates in conservative
states

• The is no detectable effect of position (though note that
Jenkins and Monroe found different results for House elections)

• Let’s not say that party money cannot be used as a carrot
ever, but it is hard to argue for widespread pressure based on
party funds
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• A few weeks ago, we found that loyal party members were
somewhat more likely to obtain the most desireable committee
assignments

• Limiting given the property rights system in place in Congress
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I Senate primary contestation, Primary Vote Share, and General
Vote Share vs. Position (Hirano et al., 2010):

DV: Contested Closely Cont. Inc. Primary Inc. General
Primary Primary Vote Share Vote Share

Independent Variables:
Extremity -0.298** -0.061 0.002 -0.135***
(DW-Nominate) (0.110) (0.065) (0.078) (0.021)
Incumbent -0.308*** -0.292*** 0.134*** 0.040***
running (0.035) (0.033) (0.017) (0.005)
Statewide contested 0.629***
primaries (0.073)
Statewide closely 0.215***
contested primaries (0.062)

N 789 787 548 1022

Table: Reproduced from Tables 4 and 5 of Hirano et al. (2010). **
p < .01, *** p < .001.
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I Primary elections:

• Can party leaders threaten to “primary” disloyal members?
• Primary losses are much less frequent than general election

losses
• In the Senate, Joe Lieberman and Lisa Murkowski both won

reelection despite loosing primary elections
• Moderate candidates are more likely to face a contested

primary, but are not more likely to face a closely contested
primary or lose a primary election
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I House primary elections and scandals (Hirano and Snyder,
2012):

Effect of Scandal on:
Primary Vote Share -0.158*** (0.019)
Num. of Primary Opponents 0.769*** (0.127)
Primary Uncontested -0.236*** (0.038)
Quality Challenger in Prim. 0.217*** (0.034)
Won Primary -0.108*** (0.025)
General Vote Share -0.107*** (0.011)
Won General -0.196*** (0.036)

Table: Reproduced from Table 1 of Hirano and Snyder (2012). ***
p < .001.
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I House primary elections and scandals (Hirano and Snyder,
2012):

DV: Primary Num. of Prim. Primary Quality Won
Vote Share Opponents Uncontested Challenger Primary

Independent
Variables:
Scandal -0.110** 0.774** -0.089 0.116+ -0.150**
× Safe Seat (0.037) (0.242) (0.076) (0.067) (0.048)
Scandal -0.101*** 0.370** -0.189*** 0.156*** -0.031

(0.022) (0.116) (0.055) (0.043) (0.022)
Safe Seat -0.010*** 0.081*** -0.045*** 0.016** 0.002

(0.003) (0.017) (0.011) (0.005) (0.002)

N 6060 6060 6060 6060 6060

Table: Reproduced from Table 2 of Hirano and Snyder (2012). + p < .1,
** p < .01, *** p < .001.
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• Scandals are important predictor of primary contestation and
losses, particular in districts that are safe for the incumbent
party

• Party leaders do not directly control who runs in a primary
election
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• DNC and RNC money—can only be used in a few cases

• District spending—perhaps the most effect tools that party
leaders have

• Committee chairs—can only be used in a few cases
• Committee assignments—limited given property rights system
• Primary elections—not very effective, particularly given that

party leaders do not have direct control
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• Party leaders have some carrots and sticks, but there are limits
to their effectiveness

• Targeted party pressure is more plausible than widespread
party pressure

• There is an inherent tradeoff between disciplining members and
winning elections since the members who lack discipline are
(generally) the same members who are electorally vulnerable
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• The House and the Senate both have a party whip (the third
highest ranking member of the majority party and the second
highest ranking member of the minority party)

• In the House, regional whips exist
• The term whip originates from the U.K. parliament, where

their job is to enforce party discipline
• It is important to remember that in the U.K., disloyal members

can be removed from the party
• In the U.S. Congress, the whip’s job is to count votes

I One interpretation is that the whip enforces party discipline,
while also releasing members when their votes are not needed

I A second interpretation is that whips facilitate voluntary
cohesion among members
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• Groseclose and James M. Snyder (2000):

I Theoretically, we should expect no party influence on close
vote

I This follows from the electoral costs of extremity/party loyalty
I Estimate left-right preferences using lop-sided votes
I Predict close roll call votes using party-free preferences and an

indicator of the party
I If party still helps predict, this suggests party pressure
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I Groseclose and James M. Snyder (2000):

Policy Area Party Influence (per. of votes)
Budget Resolutions 0.68
Tax Policy 0.60
Debt Limit 0.58
Continuing Approporiations 0.57
Gov. Org./Ethics/Elections 0.56
Social Security 0.54
Energy Policy 0.45
Social Welfare 0.43
Agriculture/Rural Development 0.42
Labor Policy 0.40
Business Regul. and Assist. 0.38
Public Works/Transportation 0.35
Education 0.28
Environment 0.26
Foreign Policy/Foreign Aid 0.26
Defense 0.24
Civil Rights 0.19
Moral/Religious Issues 0.06

Table: Reproduced from Table 2 of Groseclose and James M. Snyder
(2000).
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I Ansolabehere, Snyder and Stewart (2001):

DV: Roll Call Voting Score

Independent Variables:
NPAT Score 0.44*** (0.02)
Party 0.59*** (0.02)

Table: Reproduced from Table 1 of Ansolabehere, Snyder and Stewart
(2001). *** p < .001.
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I Ansolabehere, Snyder and Stewart (2001):

Congress Party Influence Party Influence
(per. of close votes) (per. of lopsided votes)

103 0.62 0.16
104 0.69 0.17
105 0.62 0.13

Table: Reproduced from Table 3 of Ansolabehere, Snyder and Stewart
(2001).
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I Ansolabehere, Snyder and Stewart (2001):

Vote Type Party Influence (per. of votes)

Procedure 0.87
Passage 0.63
Amendment 0.48
All 0.63

Table: Reproduced from Table 4 of Ansolabehere, Snyder and Stewart
(2001).
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I Evidence of party pressure in Congress:

• Groseclose and James M. Snyder (2000) and Ansolabehere,
Snyder and Stewart (2001) are the best evidence we have, but
they have limitations

• Groseclose and James M. Snyder (2000) finds that legislators
vote more with their party on close votes

• Ansolabehere, Snyder and Stewart (2001) finds that legislators
vote more with their party than they follow their party on their
public position

• Both of these are consistent with coercion by the party
• They are also consistent with voluntary cohesion
• They are also consistent with pressure from outside groups
• Does it really matter which one is true?
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• Krehbiel (1991, 1998) and Cox and McCubbins (2005) cannot
easily cope with the results we found

• Jenkins and Monroe (2012) is relatively consistent with the
findings for final passage vs. procedural votes, but doesn’t
explain why parties would pressure their members more on
close votes

• The cross-pressure theory is consistent with these findings
• Conventional party pressure seems consistent with the evidence

as well
• It is very hard to distinguish party coercion from party

cohesion, but widespread coercion would be difficult for party
leaders to sustain
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Negative Positive
Agenda Agenda Party
Control Control Pressure

Why: Extreme outcomes w/ 1. Extreme outcomes
less blame 2. Productivity

House Closed rule
No special and vote against
rule passed motion to Spending, and to lesser

How: recommit extent, DNC/RNC money,
Senate Table Table germane committees

non-germane amendments
amendments

House Very strong ??? Weak evidence
for widespread whipping,

Evidence: Senate strong evidence for
Very strong A little evidence what could be

pressure or cohesion
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(policy concession to an interest
group?)

• Concession of no public option to Lieberman (extreme policy
concession suggesting limited power to whip Lieberman)

• Cornhusker kickback and abortion concession for Nelson
(reasonable policy concession paired with extreme vote-buying)

• Tons of money for Landrieu (extreme vote-buying)
• Guarantee of executive order to Stupak (he got very little,

didn’t he?)
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• Nelson and Landrieu lost reelection (they certainly didn’t get
credit for bringing back extreme amounts of pork to their
districts)

• Stupak retired, suggesting he wasn’t whipped, since the carrots
and sticks are only useful for reelection

• Nelson and Landrieu whipped the party and lost
• Stupak’s story seems much more consistent with voluntary

behavior than coercion
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• The Republicans had almost no leverage to pressure
Murkowski, Collins, or McCain

• Heller got $1 million in RNC money, which is worth less than 1
percent of the vote

• Heller still faced a primary challenger who at one point was
beating him in the polls (though he ultimately won the primary
and lost the general)

• If you get primaried not matter what, then primaries are bad
leverage!

• Next up... direct pressure from lobbyists, interest groups, and
donors
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